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Macro Research Question

Can knowing about linguistics improve the performance of 

foreign language learner?

Micro Research Question

If learners of German learn about Phonetics & Phonology, can 

this improve their performance in terms of the articulation of 

German sounds and perception of German sound?
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According to the literature, there are two fundamental reasons

1) Communicative Approach (CLT)

2) Teachers are not trained in phonetics & phonology



▪ The scientific study of language

▪ Linguists are interested in language 
description

▪ There are several subbranches



▪ From the Greek phon meaning ‘sound’

▪ Related words phone, telephone, xylophone

▪ Phonetics looks at human sounds in isolation

▪ Phonology looks at these sounds as part of a system, and 

investigates how they interact with each other



▪ Phonetics looks at human sounds in isolation

▪ 1) Articulatory Phonetics

▪ 2) Acoustic Phonetics 

▪ 3) Perceptive/Auditive Phonetics



Articulatory 

Phonetics

Acoustic 

Phonetics
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Phonetics



▪ How are particular human sounds produced/articulated?



Physics of Sound

▪ Sound is the fluctuation or change in air pressure.

▪ As the air pressure tries to equalize (i.e. return to the equilibrium), it creates 

vibrations (i.e. sound wave)

▪ As speakers, we interpret these waves as sound

▪ AIR IS KEY TO SOUND PRODUCTION!







▪ Visibly known as the Adam’s Apple

▪ Also referred to as the voice box

▪ This is a mobile cartilage which in 

language production can be used 

for the  voicing of sounds

▪ The only difference between /p/ 

and /b/ is in the voicing 



▪ There are not 5 vowels in English! 

▪ <a> <e> <i> <o> <u> are orthographic vowels

▪ There are roughly 20 vowels in Standard English, depending on the variety

▪ Approx. 19 vowel phonemes in High German, depending on the variety

▪ E.g/ in High German, some speakers have a merger: Beeren ‘ beeries’ Bären ‘Bears’

▪ So what’s the difference between vowels and consonants?

▪ Vowels are sounds (phones) with little subralaryngeal obstruction

▪ Consonants are sounds (phones) with varying degrees of obstruction



▪ Depending on the amount of obstruction, consonants can be divided 
into the type

▪STOPS (plosives/occlusive) 

▪p/b

▪ t/d

▪k/g

▪ʔ

▪ Why is it important to know these?



▪ Final Devoicing (full name = syllable final devoicing of voiced obstruents)

Hund Hunde
[h ʊ nt] [h ʊ nde]



▪Land ‘country’ 

▪Länder ‘countries’

Rule: Voiced Stops becomes Voiceless at the end of 
word

▪b > p       (aber)  (ob)

▪d > t (bringen) (Sand) 

▪g > k (Tage) (Tag) 



▪ It is relatively easy to learn for native speakers of English because we 

have these sounds in English. We just need to learn different 

phonological rules, i.e. voiced stops can never end a word

POTENTIAL ACTIVITY 1 

- Activity one: Pronounce 

the words on the sheet

- Activity two: Create your 

own words or sentences 

(for advanced learners) 

and get your partner to 

pronounce them



▪ Friction

▪ Two articulators come into close contact with each

▪ [+continuant] (the air flow is continuous)

ich-Laut

ich

mich

sich

China



▪ Lots of students articulate ich as [ɪʃ] [ɪk] [ɪx], but in Modern Standard 

German it should be [ɪç]

▪ Why do learners and also speakers articulate ich in this way? To understand 

this question, it’s useful to know the parts of articulation

ich-Laut

ich

mich

sich

China





▪ Step 1: Make students aware that [ʃ] and [ç] are different sounds 

▪ Step 2: Show them [visually] why learners often realize the sound as [ʃ]

▪ Step 3: It’s like the hissing sound a cat makes

▪ Step 4: Crosslinguistic comparison with English, i.e. human, huge



POTENTIAL ACTIVITY 2 

- Activity one: Students 

listen to two sounds and 

have to say whether they 

were the same 

(discrimination task)

- Activity two: Students 

listen to one sound and 

have to say which sound 

they heard 

(identification task)



▪ The pronunciation/realization of <ch> digraph alternates depending 

on the environment

ich mache eine Sache

▪ /ç/ > [x]/ back vowels_____



▪ <ch> is pronounced as the ich-sound, unless the previous vowel is <a> <o> <u>

ich

mich

lachen

möchte

mochte

Dach

Dächer



POTENTIAL ACTIVITY 3 

- Activity one: Students 

have to categorize the 

words based on the 

pronunciation of <ch>

- Activity two: Students hear 

two minimal pairs and 

have to say which one they 

heard



▪ Consonants = varying degrees of obstructions

▪ Vowels = no supralaryngeal obstruction







• A technique used to identify which parts of the mouth are used when 

making different sounds

• Put a coloring agents on the roof of your mouth (e.g. charcoal and olive 

oil) and then they pronounce a sound and then you can see which part of 

the tongue was used

YouTube has a collection of videos called: PalatographyLessons



▪ A cleaner, and not as messy alternative to palatography (i.e. a palatogram), is the 

use of a popsicle stick 



▪ Free to download software    http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/download_win.html

▪ Allows one to acoustically analyse one’s speech



[hʊnt] [hʊnd]




